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Piezoelectric, dielectric and physicomechanical properties of polymeric piezocomposites on
piezoceramics basis are one of the major operational devices of applications. During their
application in various devices for a long time can be exposed to various influences for a long
time. Piezoelectric, dielectric and strength properties of polymeric piezocomposites strongly
depend from the interphase phenomena, and also on charges saved up on border of the unit
between components of a composition. Therefore creation the preliminary centers localization
for charges in a composition is an actual problem for development effective polymeric
piezocomposites.

In the given work results of a research preliminary discharge processing's of powders of
polymer on strength properties and dielectric characteristics of polymeric compositions on a
basis polyvinilidenftorid (PVDF), high density polyethylene and piezoceramic from
tetragonal structure are poisoned. Piezoceramic had structure plumbum-zirconate-titanate
(PZT)

Powders of polymer have been subjected to discharge processing in a quartz glass tube with a
diameter 15mm which walls with 1 mm. It is earthed, from one end and to other end it is
connected with high-voltage electrode. Compositions in a volumetric ratio of 90+10 % have
been obtained at temperature 435K under pressure 15Mna. After creation reception of
samples they were exposed electrothermopolarization.

It is experimentally established, that after discharge processing powders of polymer
depending on of processing duration electric and mechanical durability, and also an accrued
charge on border of the unit of phases up to the certain value increases, and then decreases.
Also it is shown, hat influence of category processing on strength and dielectric
characteristics of a composition on the basis of polymer PVDF is more than , has on
polyethylene basis.

Changes piezoelectric, dielectric it is supposed, that, and strength properties to an extreme
piezocomposite depend on a time of discharge processing is connected by changes of a are
formed charging conditions, i.e. as a result of oxidizing processes traps for charges.
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